
Man O’ War Golf Course 
Berlin, MD  

 
Architect: Joel Weiman (McDonald Design Group) 2006 
 
 
  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Blue  72 71.6 133 6556 
Silver  72 69.1 128 6086 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Man O’ War is one of two courses Joel Weiman built for the Glen Riddle Golf Club outside of  
Ocean City, Maryland.  Weiman designed the Uplands Golf Club (of blessed memory) in Denton, Maryland 
off Route 404 on the way to the Maryland/Delaware Beaches.  Similar to that effort,  here he took a flat piece 
of farmland and turned it into a very interesting golf course that pulls links style features into play and makes 
for a wonderful afternoon of golf challenges that we are not used to seeing in this part of the world.  Add the 
wind factor, since this is just off the Bay side of the Ocean City area, and you do have a course that will give 
you a new riddle to solve every time you play it.   
 
 Be clear, that in spite of all the marketing hype, this is not a links course.  It lacks many of the inherent 
environmental necessities of a links course-sandy turf, proximity to a major ocean or sea, tall sand dunes, 
treeless surroundings.  But, to his credit, Weiman found a way to embed many of the links style 
challenges in this course-blind shots, random bounces,  awesome topographical intrusions, scantly bunkered 
green constellations, slick and windswept putting surfaces.  You will have a few of those head scratching “is 
this too arbitrary” or “is this unfair” kind of thoughts when you think back over your day of golf.  But truth is 
what you should come away with is a satisfying sense of mental exhaustion from having been challenged 
throughout the day.   
 
 What you do get are well manicured Bermuda grass fairways that wend their way through an interesting 
array of swales and hollows, startling bunker clusters, and imaginative green constellations.  Weiman introduces 
the links arbitrary bounce feature through the creation throughout the course of what we have coined “Worm 
Berms”.  When you look at the holes on the GPS imaging in the cart there are manufactured ridges in many 
fairways that look like worms-these will repel a ball without the proper level of intention to places that seem 
arbitrary and punitive.  But for anyone who has played across the pond you know that the rub of the fairway is 
an elemental part of the links golf experience.  The bent greens are severely sloped and segmented with tiers 
and fall offs that make it essential to plan your approach angles to leave your ball where you can putt 
aggressively. Being on the wrong side of the hole all day will leave you a bushel full of three putts.  Creative 
pitching and chipping will go a long way to keeping you on your game-the unusual green constellations will 
afford you plenty of opportunity to ply that craft. 
 
 Like most good courses driving the ball on the right line is essential to success.  Weiman used creative 
bulldozing to inject some very obtrusive obstacles in your path.  Picking the right club off the tee and the best 
angle from which to play your next shot will help you negotiate these challenges with much less pain.  The 



blind shots and other visual misdirection techniques in the architecture will cast further doubt in your mind, but 
you have to trust your instincts and have conviction of intent on every shot. 
 
 This is a wonderful afternoon of golf with a distinct links flavor to it.  Enjoy the arbitrariness of the 
experience and go with the flow-you will have some sweet recollections of the day’s challenges if you don’t let 
it wear you out. 
 
 
Hole-by-hole: 
 
#1 Par 4  387/372 yards 
 

Standing on the first tee this hole has a real links look to it.  Very wide open appearance large mounding 
through the fairway on the left. You need to focus your attention on a specific line left center since this 
hole bends slightly to the right as it works toward the green.  Green sits on a diagonal back to the left so 
work your second right to left feeding it up the center of the green.  Par here is a good score. 

 
#2 Par 3 142/141 yards 
 

This is a very technical little hole-many ways not to make a par here.  Narrow green is kind of an  
S-shape that is floating among a sea of bunkers.  Very hard to get a focus on this target because of the 
lack of back drop.  Front pin your miss is short and right.  Middle or back you have to work a fade up 
the shape of the green.  You are likely to find out right here that pitching and chipping well will be a 
large part of success or failure today. 
 

#3 Par 4 373/336 yards 
 

This one has such an arbitrary appearance but do not be fooled, you have to have a very specific 
intention here.  The bunker and mound in the center of the fairway is your target-drive it at the right foot 
of this mounding.  Now you have a quasi-blind shot at a shallow green sandwiched between a couple of 
bunkers short left and a pond back right.  Missing point is short right leaving a pitch up the green.  
Missing long you will need a snorkel. 
 

#4 Par 5 511/495 yards 
 

OK, you finally get a hole where you can extend your arms.  Drive it hard to right center-be aware there 
is a water hazard flanking the entire left side of the hole.  Your layup is to 100 at the right edge of the 
bunker in the center of your site line. From there you have a shortish pitch to a green set down and to the 
left near the water.  If you feel you have a shot at this green on your second hit a right to left slinger out 
to the right and let the slope feed the draw toward the front of the green.  Missing short and right leaves 
a rudimentary pitch up the angle of the green. 
 

 
 
 
 



#5 Par 4 394/360 yards 
 

The subtle creativity in the design of this hole is a testimony to the genius of Weiman.  From the tee it 
looks pretty rudimentary-drive it hard to right center to leave a fairly long shot into a green set back to 
the left.  What you will not notice is that there is a fairway ridge that bisects your vision from the left 
around 75 yards from the green and runs up to the front right edge of the green.  The low area below the 
ridge to the right will collect timid approaches-it almost a forced carry so you have to work a fade from 
the left onto the front edge of the putting surface.   

 
#6 Par 4 374/356 yards 
 

This is another very unusual design-you get your first taste of the "Worm Berms" that give the fairway 
the washboard arbitrary bounce effect you experience on many links courses.  When you look on the 
GPS screen these ridges look like earth worms crawling up the hole.  Drive to center to get a look at the 
green set slightly back to the right.  You will see the remnant of the old starting gate and the training 
track short right of the putting surface.  This green ramps sharply up from the front to back so again your 
approach needs to land on the green in the air.  
 

#7 Par 5 545/491 yards 
 

Lots of links visual deception in this one.  The mounding in the center of the fairway is actually on the 
right so drive it hard to the left of these mounds.  Now the path to the green is flanked on the left by 
water and the right by the training track.  Try to lay up long to center because this green is very narrow 
and treachorously protected by the encroaching water on the left so you will want a short club in your 
hand for the third.  Green is raised from the fairway on the right and the back left drops off sharply and 
feeds into the hazard so any approach has to be to the front right of the green and no further.  Par here is 
salvation. 

 
#8 Par 4 368/341 yards 
 

This dogear left is very deceptive looking from the tee working back from whence you came with the 
race track on the right.   A hard draw from the right should put you well up the hole looking at a green 
slightly below you to the left.  The deep green is set above a slight depression on the left but be 
agressive on the approach and you can have a good scoring opportunity here.   

 
#9 Par 3 194/163 yards 
 

Another visual nightmare on this par three.  Green is long and stepped so you have to commit to a 
distance based on where the pin is at and carry it in the air to that distance to end up in the right segment 
of the green.  Front pins are the hardest because there is a bit of a false front that will reject timid 
approaches.  Get a cold one at the turn, the back nine has no let up in it. 

 
 
 
 
 



#10 Par 4 401/362 yards 
 

The inward nine starts with the twin sister to #1-slightly longer and turns to the right. Drive to left center 
and you have a longish shot at a Donald Ross pool table green.  Do not be surprised if you approach hits 
the front hill and backs down to the foot of the hill.  This will leave an L-Pitch up to the  
table top.   

 
#11 Par 4 425/387 yards 
 

This is a pure brute, one of the longest four par you will see today.  The landing area off the tee looks 
constrained but it is not.  Drive to right center at the right edge of the left bunker. Now hit all you got at 
the green which is a floating figment in the distance.  Good news is that possible to run one on-bad news 
is there is a culvert on the left side of the fairway that seems to vacuum balls.  Green is pretty deep and 
banked toward you so be aggressive on your pitch at the flag trying to save par. 
 

#12 Par 4 362/345 yards 
 

Another links theme here-it will drive you crazy if you like conventional.  Drive center at the big mound 
that obscures your vision of the green.  From the center of the green you will not be able to see the green 
at all-said mound makes for a blind approach.  Pick a vegetation line over the mound and trust it.  There 
is water on the left of this hole that is in play on both shots so play without fear.  Your shot into the 
green has to carry a depression in front-green is deep so be aggressive to the flag. 

 
#13 Par 3 181/167 yards 
 

Moo cool three par.  The shot from the tee travels across a hazard that sits diagonal on the right but it is 
really not a problem unless you hit a wild cut.  There is actually landing area before the green so it is not 
an absolute forced carry to the putting surface.  This green is extremely long and extremely narrow-the 
left side is banked mounds and deep bunkers you do not want ot visit.  The right shot is a controlled cut 
off the bunkers that does not cut too much to bring the hazard back into play.  If you hit a good one here 
it is a sight to watch it land on this green like a lawn dart. 

 
#14 Par 5 536/500 yards 
 

Links theme revisited here-you have not seen a par five like this anywhere.  The entire hole feels like 
you are playing in a long hallway between trees on the right and bunkers and mounds on the left.  Drive 
hard to center and you should end up on grass in the fairway-it is not as narrow as it seems to the eye.  
Now you will notice a long, long bunker up the left that defines the layup area.  Hit something in the 200 
yard category with a right to left shape to work up the landing area.  From there you will hit a shortish 
shot over the remainder of the bunker, across a culvert to an L-shaped green that is raised from the 
fairway.  One nasty pot bunker set into the side hill of the table in the back right corner.  
The miss is short and right but a well played cut following the shape of the green is the shot to hit.  The 
composition and flow of this hole is a work of art. 

 
 
 



#15 Par 3 152/134 yards 
 

A fairly simple short par three but there is lots of visual intimidation right and short of the putting 
surface.  The small green is wider at the back than the front, so if you carry it all the way to the center of 
the green it should be a routine two-putt from there. 

 
#16 Par 5 529/512 yards 
 

More visual demons here.  Drive it out of a bit of a chute between the tree lines.  Now study the GPS 
map because there is a crossing stream that defines the layup area about 140 yards from where your tee 
shot ends up.  This leaves about 150ish to a very long, tiered shoe tongue that is set on a 7 to 1 angle to 
your approach position.  Don't miss short right or you get a nighmare pitch out of tough stuff.  Try to 
recoginize which section has the pin so you can club enough to reach the right segment and avoid the 3 
jack. 

 
#17 Par 4 287/265 yards 
 

Drivable par 4 you should try to drive-no money in laying up.  Drive a right to left shape to follow the 
contour of the hole around the fairway bunkers on the left.  Do not try to fly them, work the ball around 
them because the ground feeds a draw right down toward the green.  You are likely left with a short 
pitch to a green slightly raised that is pretty deep and leans to the left.  Couple of pot bunkers adjacent to 
the green need respect. 

 
#18 Par 4 395/359 yards 
 

Good finishing hole.  Drive to center avoid being on the left because there is a huge mound and bunker 
that will take any vision of the green away.  The green sits slightly above the drive landing area.  It is 
open in front and you can feed balls on to the front pin positions.  Two pot bunkers on the front right 
will have to be carried for a back pin. 
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